
You Can't See Me Anymore

by B. Tyler Burton

"It is the truest valor to dare to live--" Fortune Cookie.

I had never thought seriously about suicide until I met Jill. It 

was at a party. The first party I had been to in months, in fact. 

She approached me on the back porch, where I had come to have a 

cigarette. From the way it happened, she must have followed me out 

there from the kitchen. I remembered giving her a look, a casual 

survey that might have hovered upon her for a few moments. Our 

eyes had met, I remembered. Indeed, I had thought her quite 

attractive; but this only led me to believe she had to be here 

with someone else, or, if alone, then I knew some significant 

other had to be out there, unable to attend tonight's party for 

whatever reason. Or she was a lesbian. She introduced herself, I 

did the same. The crowd was growing here on the back deck, forcing 

us into a smaller and smaller niche. Her smooth, marroon leather 

jacket brushed up against my fingers. She smiled and told me, 

"It's getting quite crowded out here." I invited her to follow me 

out onto the roof. 

The thin plate of roofing steel creaked and bent as we 

stepped across it, but the foundation beneath was firm enough. We 

found a sloped section with a good angle and sat down. "So tell me 

about yourself," she said. How I got so quick to the subject of my 

living situation, I'm not sure. The topic was an interesting one, 

I imagine. For someone living the typical San Franciscan life, 

where rent is their chief worry, a chronicle of my life was like 

stepping into a foreign country that's just outside your door. It 

reminded me of the time I had listened to a Slovenian on a train 



bound for Prague tell of the suffereing he had endured upon such a 

different path to get himself to this very point. He was traveling 

under forged papers. He hoped to make it as far as Spain, where 

the laws on work visas were not so strictly enforced. When the 

train stopped at the next station, we heard the authorities get 

on, the dogs' wet noses, the bustle approaching car by car. And 

when they had finally come through I had watched him, his face 

ungirded by fear, as they scrutinized his documents to their very 

souls--if you believe in that sort of thing, and I do--not because 

they were necessarily false, but just because he was from 

Slovenia, and they could make an example of him; these severe 

looking Czech authorities had noses stitched with alcohol veins, 

that dripped profusely because of the cold. Finally, they had 

returned the documents to him and passed on into the next car, and 

my friend had breathed a sigh of relief; "I think I am luckier 

with life when I am honest," he had said. "If I hadn't told you 

the truth of my situation just before, I feel things might have 

gone differently. You might not have been hoping for me as much to 

succeed... 

"You can never be sure; but I believe there is some truth to 

this."

So here I sat faced with the same decision. Ever since I had 

moved into my illegal sublet in project housing I had been 

reticent to tell a potential lover the truth of my situation. I 

thought that perhaps it would damage the delicate thread that 

entices two people together at first. Inevitably, though, the lies 

I spun only managed to make me look more untrustworthy. I was 

hesitant to be picked up by women at my house, and instead would 

ask to meet them somewhere. I was partial to random intersections 

within a two block radius, and a few coffee houses; and that left 



them feeling vulnerable and, perhaps, wondering if I even had a 

place to stay at all. The thought, I could tell, was not so far 

from some of their minds.

With this one I decided upon a different tack; to drive a 

course right into the face of the truth instead of skirting around 

it. And I sure felt more at ease after I began relating the 

bleakness of the apartment complex I lived in in all its sad, 

sardonic truth; and how, though I would have traded this for a 

better job and the ability to live in an old Victorian like this 

one, I thought that, perhaps, The Truth had a little air of 

exoticism to it. I apologized after a few cigarettes that I had 

gone on at such length about myself. Asked her then, "What's your 

situation like?" And she told me, "Oh, it's not that dramatic. I 

live in a house with a friend; it's in the Castro." It was getting 

cold out here. She pointed towards inside. "Just for a little bit, 

to warm up." she said. "Sure," I said. 

I followed her in, though I made a point to let us drift a 

little apart; the party was still young, a new dj had come on, and 

he'd begun to play some real dance numbers. Old soul, fifties 

rock, seventies revival, MoTown; stuff that got the crowd jumping. 

I had stood on the fringes awhile, watching a boy in a black and 

white striped, long-sleeved shirt spin and whirl like an eplieptic 

in the center of the room. He had that air that any good lead 

singer has possessed, reminding me of Jim Morrison or Lou Reed.

Then I saw her on the fringes, leaning against the kitchen 

counter. She smiled at me. I strode up to her emboldened, in a way 

only hard liquor can make me, and took her hand. She followed me 

willingly into the living room, slipping off her shoes, as I did 

mine, just as some long-forgotten dance hall b-side from the 

fifties began to play. We bopped and lolled, until the music 



segued to a slower number. I pulled her close to me. She had 

removed her leather coat, and I could feel her bra beneath the 

thin shirt she had on. She was nearly my height. It was nice to be 

able to look into someone's eyes, I thought. She wrapped her arms 

around my back; and either she didn't notice the twist that 

scoleosis and a few untimely accidents had given my spine, or she 

didn't care. "Let's go--" she whispered. [But the party was loud. 

I had lost the rest of what she had said. Still, she was smiling.] 

"Let's go WHAT??!?" I asked. She took my hand and led me out 

of the living room, down the hall, until we came to a closed door 

which she opened without hesitation. Whoosh, inside. She shut the 

door behind us. We were alone in a bedroom meant to be kept off-

limits for the party. My friend Ben and his girlfriend had just 

moved in, and so the walls were nearly empty and white, and there 

was that smell that comes from a room being empty for some time; 

before your own smell has filled the fibers of the carpet. She 

flung her arms around my neck and kissed me. "I said, 'Let's go 

make-out,'" she told me. She reached around my back again, and 

found the light-switch I was blocking. Darkness. 

We collapsed onto the bed. I began to kiss her ferociously. 

And when I bit her lip too hard, she winced and told me, "Relax 

tiger." But smiling. The door would periodically open up and then 

shut immediately once whoever it was saw our two pairs of legs 

entwined. We laughed about this. We compared it to any of those 

80's party movies, and I wondered aloud if I reminded her more of 

Anthony Michael Hall or Judd Nelson. "Both," she said.

"You're definitely an Ally Sheedy," I told her.

She smiled in the darkness. "But I bet you don't remember my 

name," she said. 

It was true, I didn't. 



I wanted to throttle my poor memory into action; but whenever 

you want that, you can't. It's like throwing a torch down a deep 

well, or worse. "It's easy," she told me. And all the while we 

were still exchanging kisses. I must have guessed at least ten 

times wrong before she began to whisper: "Jack and blank went up 

the hill to fetch a pail of--"

"Jill," I said. 

"No, water."

"I should have known." We were finally ousted from the room 

that night; but it took awhile. The party was winding down, and I 

was amazed to realize it was closing in on five o'clock in the 

morning; surely, I was running on something other than alcohol by 

this point. At the door we gathered out coats and things, and Jill 

had looked back at me and bit her lip. (In the darkness she had 

told me, when asked about her boyfriend, that "It's complicated. 

It's...something I'd rather not get into." "Okay," I had said. Now 

I wondered just how to proceed.) She did not. She said, "I don't 

know if you want it; but...I can give you my number."

"Of course," I almost shouted. I gave her my little notebook 

in which to write it down, and after she had she flipped back a 

few pages (shaking her head in a drunk, misunderstanding, it's-

kind-of-complicated sort of way), she told me, "These make no 

sense. This stuff in here."

"I know. But I don't bother to worry about that."

I saw her exactly two more times after that. There was always 

kissing involved. And she led me to believe that she was 

interested in me; which, even now, I don't doubt was true. Things 

were just more complicated by then. Though it wasn't a boyfriend I 

had to contend with. It was, instead, death who drew this girl 



apart from me. Even now, I can feel the icy fingers that laid 

themselves upon her poor shoulders. She was so young, so sweet, 

and whenever I think about how I failed to come between her and 

It, I am reminded of how futile things can be.

I have had my own brief brushes with the Great Nothing; but 

nothing like what Jill was about to endure.

I have often thought of all the great heroes of the past after 

this experience, of the survivors of tragedy, of the Greek heroes 

of the Peloponesian War, of Ulysses, of the Crusaders and the 

pilgrims of the Middle Ages, of Chaucer's long procession on its 

way to Canterbury, of Ingmar Bergman's great hero in the Seventh 

Seal, the knight playing chess with death, and his squire, the 

rational man, who, when finally confronted in the tower by the 

great specter himself, says, "I will go, but I will not like it," 

or something to that effect. It's had a sobering effect on me: 

whose greatest loss so far has been to divorce. To see your family 

collapse at twelve is no small matter; but my father, though I 

grew distant from him, still lived on the other side of the city. 

It was still possible to visit him somewhere other than at the 

cemetary--even if I never did, at first. 

But I know there will come a time when I too will have to 

deal with it; and I'll walk alone into the vacant stadium to stand 

beneath the flood lights and look up at the empty seats, to see 

friends I once had treasured, cheering only in my memory, to 

struggle to force an image of my parents crying or laughing or 

just sleeping. My mom, who sometimes falls asleep with her mouth 

open; my father who snores; I will have to struggle to remember 

that, instead of the inerasable image of them laid in a box, a 

final rest, from which they will never return. For now, I can only 



claim to have been led into this arena as a shadow, upon someone 

else's shoulder; who, though he hopes to offer support, can do 

nothing, because it is only you alone in that empty arena in the 

end. It can only be you alone, those are the conditions death has 

set; and asking for a change in the rules is like bellowing to the 

ocean to stop crashing against the rocks for just a moment while 

you make up your mind. You'd be better off trying to stop traffic 

on the highway, trying to quiet the cacophony of car horns that 

stretch for miles behind the wreckage of an accident.

On our first date I met Jill at a coctail lounge, where she sat 

almost alone, at the bar. I remarked to her about the lovely 

decor, the soft lighting, the velvet curtains that had been hung 

upon the windowless walls to lend an air of intimacy. She had 

laughed with me a moment, then a silence fell over the 

conversation. She stirred her drink with a listless motion, like a 

buoy out at sea that rocks back and forth. I figured it was 

something I had said. Or, perhaps, it was the boy she had been 

unwilling to speak about on our first encounter. She was going to 

tell me he was back in the picture, I thought. I was not prepared 

for what came out of her mouth. She told me, "My mother is dying 

of cancer." 

"I just found out," she said. And though we continued sitting 

quite close, it was, I felt, like the Grand Canyon had yawned up 

between us. An open chasm, a wound that could not be closed. "I 

figured I should tell you," Jill said. "So if I'm a little distant 

you'll know why."

I told her, the truth: how terrible she must feel, and that I 

wished I could sypathize with her entirely, but that I had no 

frame of reference. I hesitated to even talk about my living 



grandparents; and certainly I never said the word: mother. I 

didn't want to make her cry. I tried instead, unsuccessfully, to 

make her laugh. It wasn't a complete failure; but I could sense 

that it still wasn't doing much of anything to soothe the hurt she 

felt deep inside her soul now. "I wish I'd met you before this," 

she said. "It's all so sudden. I don't know how to feel anymore. 

It was literally two days after I met you that I found out."

We went to a few bars and nothing seemed to be working out. I 

was struggling--struggling against death--and I could find no 

toehold, no advantage, death had me pinned. That same night a few 

old friends from her Art School days were getting back together at 

a bar. Some of them she hadn't seen in years. She asked me, again, 

if it would be alright to go, if I thought I would be comfortable. 

And I said "Yes, of course, let's go see your friends." They made 

it easier on me. They talked about old times, and Jill was able to 

forget about the present so long as they had memories to share. 

I've never had much trouble fitting myself into a conversation, 

and that night I found myself more than able when it came time for 

me to have something to say. I knew it was because I would rather 

struggle against an opponent I knew better; instead of this death 

hanging oppressive over the conversation there was art, or 

politics, or religion to talk about. Still, I felt that the 

connection between Jill and myself was tenuous at best. But when I 

ended up waiting in line for the bathroom, and she passed me on 

her way out of the women's toilet, she had stopped and slid into 

my arms. Pleasantly surprised, we kissed there, in the line for 

the bathroom. Five minutes. Six. She wanted so bad to fall into me 

and let go. We could have slept together that night; I don't think 

there was any question that she wanted to. It came down more to a 

problem of logistics, and her having to shephard her roommate 



home. It came down to impropriety, and her not being willing to 

just invite me up anyways, roommate or no roommate, to say it with 

her good friend in the front seat right there. It came down to me 

not pushing the issue, either. I thought to myself, We have time; 

I won't be hasty; she likes me and that's good enough for now.

Our second date we had no one besides each other around. No 

one that we knew, anyway. We spent a few hours in conversation, 

ninety percent coming from myself. I told her about my family, and 

when I asked about hers I could tell it was difficult for her to 

tell me, even about her father, or her brother, because she 

inevitably kept realizing that shadow hanging above her, 

threatening to crush her like a bug, was that of her dying mother. 

She was a tough girl; independant; raised by her cop father to 

have her opinions, I could see. And that's one thing I really 

liked about her: she had this way of deconstructing my unclear 

abstractions and forcing me to realize I wasn't being nearly as 

concrete as I'd imagined. But however tough she was, this was 

still breaking her down bit by bit... After a few drinks we left 

the bar and walked up Market Street towards the Castro. I held her 

tightly to me. Like on the album cover for "Another Side of Bob 

Dylan" we walked down the great avenue, a couple of souls swept 

together by the great hand of fate. I would kiss her occassionally 

in the small nooks of ATM machines, by store displays. We ended up 

at the corner of Castro and Market, where I pinned her willingly 

against the window outside the Pottery Barn. Inside, a gleaming 

assortment of pumpkin and lime and yellow squash colored plates 

and glasses were stacked with care upon a wooden table. Summer was 

in, I thought, as we struggled to get closer to each other but 

were hampered by the same eternal problem of skin and clothes. Had 

we been stripped bare and laid upon a feather bed we still would 



have been struggling. I was willing to test that theory, however; 

at least, I didn't want to let her go. I made jokes about buying 

her a bungalow by the sea, where everything would be as color 

coordinated as the shop window here. I said she'd look great in a 

summer dress the color of those glasses. She laughed and whispered 

into my ear how funny I was. I whispered back that she was too. 

Yet when we looked into each other's eyes, we both felt the lack 

of words. Only with our eyes closed, and the nape of her neck 

inches from my nose; only when she was licking delicately my ear 

lobes, or snuggling into my chest, could we even say such things; 

a look into each other's eyes and we saw what was the truth--that 

it wouldn't last--but this closed eyed whisper let us lie.

And what is a lie, but another word for a dream? Jill, I'm 

sure, didn't want to let go. We finally walked to the bus stop and 

kissed some more before the carriage rocked around the corner and 

began to strain its way up to us. I had tried to get her to take 

me home. It was another offer whispered into her ear. "Yes," she 

had whispered back. But when another moment came for us to look 

into each other's eyes, she had admitted that she couldn't. She 

had to work. She was tired. She was slipping away from me, even 

then, as our fingers pulled from each other and I blew a kiss to 

her good-bye. Before stepping onto the bus I sensed there was 

something wrong. I was bubbling with the kiss though, and by the 

time I entered my apartment I had convinced myself there was 

nothing to worry about.

It was the last time I ever saw her. That night, outside Pottery 

Barn, has become a recurring dream that will not fade whenever I 

close my eyes. I can still feel the touch of her fingers slipping 

out of mine. I still wonder what might have become of us if I had 



not got on that bus, but let it pass instead, and continued 

walking her home. Walking her up the stairs, drinking a night-cap, 

walking her into her room, walking her out of her clothes, out of 

her pain... Walking myself up inside her. And, afterwards, we 

might have laid upon the bed and really then she could have cried, 

and I could have held her until morning. I could have told her 

then that I loved her. I had reasoned with myself quite 

extensively between our two dates, and had come to the honest 

conclusion that I did not just want her because she was attractive 

and available. I wanted her because she had said once, over the 

phone, that she "liked to take things apart to see how they 

worked." That was why she had gone into Industrial Design, even 

though she was now indecisive about that decision, and confessed 

to me that she really didn't know what she wanted to do with her 

life. I was certainly a writer, she had concluded; perhaps not the 

most clear or descriptive one she had met, but someone with a 

unique voice who had found their calling. I tried to tell her it 

was not that simple, but I know she was convinced of that; more 

than I was, in fact. And that was nice.

If enough people believe in you, does it stop mattering that 

you don't believe in yourself? I don't think so. But then again, 

it helps, in those quiet moments alone, to have that to fall back 

on.

When she broke our third date I got worried. She hadn't even 

called, or written. Not since a week before when she'd told me she 

thought it would be nice to get together at the Edinburgh for Fish 

and Chips on Trivia Night. I had never been; but I assured her I 

would be a good asset to her team, and that I'd love to go. But 

then Tuesday arrived, and the day waxed and waned, and still she 



had not called. I left her a message, but got no response. I 

figured something had happened. I knew cancer was unpredictable. 

They might tell you six months, but sometimes it was six days: the 

tumor was bigger than they thought. At least she would die with 

her children surrounding her. One to administer the more than 

average dose of morphine that the hospice nurse has recommended 

before she leaves to check up on another patient. Two to dribble 

in the droplets, one by one, into her mother's failing mouth, to 

watch her smile and lick her lips. And three, to tell her thanks, 

and then to take her hand, the oldest, for whom these words are 

meant: "Take care of your father, and don't ever fight for long." 

The end wouldn't come immeditately. They will have fallen asleep 

on the couch in the living-room or on the floor itself, but 

someone will be awake, and the children will arise to the sound of 

pain from the back room, the sobs and wails of sisters and aunts, 

when death pays his visit. But you can't catch him. He's already 

packed up his things into his little kit bag and, like a country 

doctor, departed silently into the oncoming gray morning.

She broke our date on a Tuesday, and by Saturday I was a nervous 

wreck. I kept replaying our conversations in my mind, looking for 

some hidden key, looking for a reason besides the obvious one. Yet 

I found nothing. I called again and got only her message. Having 

nothing to say, I hung up, and waited through another cigarette 

before I took my brother's cell phone and tried to reach her. This 

time she picked up because she didn't recognize the number. 

"Jill," I said, relieved to hear her voice. "It's Tyler."

She sighed. I realized she didn't want to speak with me right 

now. She hadn't gone cold--it wasn't that she didn't want to, 

really--it was something else; she couldn't; she didn't have 



anything to say. Our relationship was timed, perhaps, to the most 

imperfect moment. I was forever soldered to death; and there were 

no old times we could speak of to separate me from that.

"What's wrong," I asked her. "I got worried when you didn't 

return my calls." I knew now that this was my one shot, with no 

other cell-phones to fall back on. She would block out this number 

after we hung up just as she had blocked out my own.

"Tyler," she said. I could hear her shuttering the windows of 

her soul; trying to keep up a good facade; trying to keep the 

neighbors and the happy, unscarred lovers from seeing her in 

mourning, bent over the table in utter collapse. Yet, again, I 

didn't suspect what it was she had to tell me. "I'm sorry," Jill 

said. "I should have called. I know--I imagine you've been worried 

sick. But--" something escaped--like a cry, a torn sheet of a 

memory she could not keep from breaking through-- "A friend of 

mine just committed suicide on Monday... I'm sorry. I should have 

been more honest with you. I just haven't been able to do anything 

these past few days but cry. I just didn't want to burden you with 

it."

There was silence on my end. "I'm sorry," I told her for the 

second time in two weeks. I felt helpless. There was nothing I 

could do. It was like watching a person drown right before your 

eyes and being unable to swim.

"I've got to go," she said. "I've got--there's plans. I've 

got to book a flight south for the funeral. I'll call you when I 

get back," she said. I told her okay, that she didn't have to 

hesitate to call, that I'd be here when she needed me; and she 

thanked me for that. But that's the last I ever heard of Jill. She 

never called. She disappeared out of my life like her friend had 

disappeared out of hers. I imagine she's got her mother now to 



think about. I imagine she's probably drinking a little bit more, 

that her attitude at work has been affected, that it's all she do 

to just get up every morning and continue to make appointments in 

the little book the advertizing agency she worked for had given 

her. I imagine the one thing I whisper like a mantra whenever I 

think about her, the one thing I wish I would have said any time 

between our first meeting and our last phone conversation: "Don't 

let go."

I only hope the phychics and the sooth-sayers are right to 

believe in the power of a spirit greater than us. I have turned 

back upon my rationality for the first time in years and come upon 

knees crawling back to the alter of numinous experience, of the 

unknown. I have come to wonder, instead of trying to figure out. 

Instead of looking at a mysterious meeting with an old friend I 

had never forgotten as something of pure chance, I believe now 

that when I whispered to myself: "Be patient," that someone out 

there was whispering through me.

Suicide is worse than death; it's death with dishonor, with an 

unspeakable edge. Albert Camus called it the one great 

philosophical problem that must be solved before anything else can 

even be brought with seriousness to the table. And even though I 

can't believe in hell as a place with little red demons and 

pitchforks, I can see why the ancients called it the one, 

unforgivable sin: for it creates a hell on earth for those who 

knew them, the departed. It's the opposite of a cancer, it's a 

vacuum: the relationship that disappears overnight, the partner 

who goes out for cigarettes and is never heard from again; it's 

happiness and security turned on its head. For if it is ever 

possible to get over the loss of a loved one, to cancer, or just a 



dumb auto accident that never had to happen, it's fucking 

pointless to struggle to understand a suicide. It's the question 

that can never be answered, the riddle that can never be named, 

the burden that has no hope of ever being lifted; only forgetting 

can ease the wound. And its liable to rip open at a moment's 

notice, as bloody and raw as ever. For Jill it was best to forget 

about me; because I had come to signify everything about that time 

of pain for her. I realize this, but damn is it hard. I still want 

to be there, in bed, to let her tears run down my skin. But I know 

they'll never stop so long as I'm across from her. It's up to 

someone else now, a new, fresh face, or someone from her distant 

past who never knew that poor, winsome dead kid from Orange 

County; only by tracing the unfamiliar lines of this boy's new 

face will the wound begin to heal, slowly, over time--until we 

meet again. Which has, thankfully, for her sake, not yet happened. 

I used to pray it would. I would think of running into her 

whenever I ended up tracing a path home through the Castro, which 

isn't often. Then I realized that that was just what I wanted, to 

be a part of her life; and now I pray I never see her again. 

Because the day I do will be the worst day of her life revisited.
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